Prolonged exposure to hyperthermic stress augments neutrophil recruitment to lung during the post-exposure recovery period.
The effects of heat, especially long-term heat exposure, are complex and incompletely understood and few studies have analysed the immunological consequences of such exposures. In the present study we analysed how long-term hyperthermia modified the pulmonary immune responses, especially recruitment of neutrophils to sites of inflammation, infection and injury. Using our mouse model of long-term whole body hyperthermia (continuous 5-day passive febrile range hyperthermia (5d-FRH)) we found that bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) challenge greatly increased neutrophil accumulation in bronchoalveolar lavage and lung parenchyma in 5d-FRH exposed mice in comparison to LPS-treated controls. Moreover, the effect was sustained, and persisted during the post-exposure recovery period, and LPS challenge on days 5-7 post-recovery also exhibited similarly augmented neutrophil response. Lung lavage from 5d-FRH mice, either immediately or up to 7 days post-exposure, showed significantly increased levels of ELR + CXC chemokines, KC or LIX in response to LPS challenge, indicating that enhanced chemokines could contribute to the increased recruitment of neutrophils to the lung. However, an in vivo neutrophil migration assay following 5d-FRH and during the post-exposure recovery period also showed persistently enhanced neutrophil influx in response to a fixed chemotactic gradient generated by recombinant human IL-8, suggesting that additional mechanisms besides increased ELR + CXC chemokines contributed to the augmented neutrophil response caused by 5d-FRH exposure. These previously unappreciated profound and lasting effects of long-term hyperthermia may have important consequences and may help explain the increased risk of respiratory illnesses in active duty personnel and returning veterans.